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Abstract – This paper addresses change detection in multitemporal remote sensing images. After a 

review of the main techniques developed in remote sensing for the analysis of multitemporal data, the 

attention is focused on the challenging problem of change detection in very high resolution (VHR) 

multispectral images. In this context, we propose a framework that aims at defining a top-down 

approach to the design of the architecture of novel change-detection systems for multitemporal VHR 

images. The proposed framework explicitly models the presence of different radiometric changes on the 

basis of the properties of multitemporal images, extracts the semantic meaning of radiometric changes, 

identifies changes of interest with strategies designed on the basis of the specific application, and takes 

advantage of the intrinsic multiscale/multilevel properties of the objects and the high spatial correlation 

between pixels in a neighborhood. This framework defines guidelines for the development of a new 

generation of change-detection methods that can properly analyze multitemporal VHR images taking 

into account the intrinsic complexity associated with these data. In order to illustrate the use of the 

proposed framework, a real change-detection problem has been considered, which is described by a pair 

of VHR multispectral images acquired by the QuickBird satellite on the city of Trento (Italy). The 

proposed framework has been used for defining a system for change detection in the two images. 

Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the developed system and the usefulness of the 

proposed framework. 

Index Terms— Multitemporal images, Change detection, Very high geometrical resolution images, 
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Image processing, Remote sensing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In remote sensing, change detection is the process that leads to the identification of changes 

occurred on the Earth surface by jointly processing two (or more) images acquired on the same 

geographical area at different times. Thanks to the repeat-pass nature of satellite orbits, remote sensing 

images can be acquired regularly over a given target area. Thus they become an ideal information source 

for performing automatic change detection. 

In the last decade, a new generation of satellite sensors has been operated, which can acquire 

panchromatic (PAN) and/or multispectral (MS) images with submetric and metric resolution. Among 

these satellites, we recall WorldView-1 and -2, Ikonos, Eros, QuickBird, SPOT-5, etc. From 2007, it is 

also possible to acquire satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images with resolution up to 1m, 

thanks to the COSMO-SkyMed constellation and the TerraSAR-X and Tandem-X missions. In this 

paper, we will refer to such data as very high resolution (VHR) images. From a general perspective, 

VHR multitemporal images represent a valuable and rich information source for performing the 

detection of changes occurred on the Earth surface. However, the huge amount of data acquired from the 

satellite sensors requires the definition of automatic and unsupervised change-detection methods that can 

extract the change information without relying on both the manual processing of experts and the 

availability of ground truth information. Although effective methods exist for the analysis of moderate 

(i.e., hundreds of meters, like MODIS data) and high (i.e., tens of meters, like Landsat Thematic Mapper 

data) resolution multitemporal images [1], [2], [3], [4], at the present the situation is different for VHR 

images with metric or submetric resolution [5]. In such images the increased geometrical resolution 

results in the possibility of identifying much more details. Thus, VHR images are more heterogeneous 

and the definition of the change-detection task becomes more complex. In order to better understand the 
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complexity of change detection in VHR images, it is interesting to focus the attention on the concept of 

change in a more general context. 

The complexity associated with the concept of change in a heterogeneous scenario is known since 

long and is widely investigated and documented in the perception and psychology literature [6], [7]. 

Here we recall some relevant concepts. Let us consider an observer that has to detect changes in daily 

life scenarios. Such a task is highly complex mainly because the definition of change in a structured 

scenario is intrinsically complex and subjective. For human observers the accuracy in change detection 

depends on the magnitude of the change and on which property of objects has changed (e.g., 

presence/absence; orientation; size; shape; color; semantic identity). Some events (e.g., new objects in 

the scene) may be easier to detect than others (e.g., change in orientation). The human ability in 

detecting changes depends on both the perceptual salience and the semantic relevance of the change to 

the observer itself (changes might be relevant to somebody and not relevant to somebody else). In the 

literature, the most commonly cited example is the one related to the ability in detecting changes in 

football games. Football experts will be faster and more efficient in detecting changes rather than non-

experts. Thus, in general an observer better detects changes for which he/she has a high-level 

knowledge, whereas he/she tends to fail for the others [6]. A similar reasoning can be applied if we 

consider software based (semi)automatic change-detection approaches. Thus, even if change detection is 

a process addressed in many research fields (e.g., data stream analysis [8], image processing [1], remote 

sensing [2], robotics [9], video processing [10], automotive [11], neuroscience [12], medical treatment 

[13]), most of the techniques developed for an application domain may not effectively work on a 

different domain (i.e., they have been developed using high-level knowledge associated with the specific 

application). Thus a method (as well as an observer) detects better changes with specific semantic 

meaning than others. 

When considering VHR remote sensing images, the change-detection problem shares many of the 
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observations listed above. This is a very complex task because the high information content of VHR 

images requires an accurate definition and modeling of the concept of change (which is often associated 

with the specific goal of the application) and thus the development of techniques that can detect changes 

according to this definition. Moreover, the complexity is increased by the need to take into account all 

the specific issues related to the properties of VHR remote sensing images. Standard unsupervised 

change-detection techniques presented in the remote sensing literature are often not based on a detailed 

analysis of the concept of change. Usually they compare two images acquired on the same geographical 

area at different times by assuming that their radiometric properties are similar except for the presence 

of changes occurred on the ground. Unfortunately, this assumption is seldom satisfied, especially in 

VHR images [14]. This is due to both the complexity of the objects present in the scene (which may 

show different spectral behaviors at two different dates even if their semantic meaning does not change) 

and differences in the acquisition conditions (e.g., sensor acquisition geometry, atmospheric and sunlight 

conditions). These factors strongly affect images taken at metric or sub-metric resolution and thus the 

change-detection process. In order to reduce the impact of all the mentioned factors it is not sufficient to 

apply radiometric and geometric corrections to the images and then extract radiometric changes, but it 

becomes mandatory to analyze the semantic meaning of each kind of radiometric change. In order to 

identify the semantic meaning of each radiometric change it is necessary to define techniques being able 

to extract the information in multitemporal data at different abstraction levels. These levels should be 

effectively combined according to strategies designed for the specific application, i.e., taking into 

account the specific kind(s) of change relevant for end-users. It is worth noting that, even if some 

change-detection techniques for VHR images have been proposed in the literature, in most of the cases 

they are focused on specific applications (e.g., landslides [15], damaged-building mapping [16]) and do 

not address the problem from a general perspective. Moreover, in many cases these methods model the 

spatial context of pixels or the multiscale properties of objects, but neglect the key problem of the 
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distinction between radiometric and semantic changes. This is a serious limitation for a successful 

change-detection process in VHR images. 

In this paper we address the above mentioned issues by analyzing the main properties of the 

problem of change detection in VHR multitemporal images and by proposing a general framework and 

precise guidelines for defining effective change-detection approaches. In order to achieve these goals, 

we first define the taxonomy of causes versus semantic meaning that can be associated with radiometric 

changes in VHR remote sensing images. This taxonomy is fundamental for identifying and modeling in 

a precise way different sources of radiometric changes expected in a given change-detection problem. 

Then, we propose two strategies (i.e., a direct approach and an approach by cancellation) to the design 

of change-detection methods. Both strategies take advantage of the above mentioned taxonomy as well 

as of abstraction levels for effectively modeling and extracting the semantic of radiometric changes from 

multitemporal data. We will show that multiscale information can be extracted in change detection 

according to a bidirectional structure (depending on the available information about the problem) for 

either computing high abstraction levels (meta-levels) given the original multitemporal data 

(simplification process) or deriving lower abstraction levels given higher ones (prediction process). Such 

an approach also becomes highly useful when multisensor or multisource datasets are considered as the 

use of both simplification and prediction allows one to define meta-levels where information acquired 

by different sources at different times can be compared. 

The proposed framework is illustrated in the solution of a complex real change-detection problem 

described by a pair of multitemporal multispectral QuickBird VHR images. The data set represents a 

case with different kinds of radiometric changes that depend on the acquisition system and are not of 

interest of end-users. The change-detection architecture and the related algorithms are designed on the 

basis of the proposed framework. The change-detection system isolates the different sources of 

radiometric change and generates the change-detection map including only changes relevant to the 
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application, neglecting the others. The final results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system 

and the usefulness of the framework. 

The rest of the manuscript is organized into six sections. Section II presents an analysis of the state-

of-the-art on change detection in multispectral images. Section III gives an overview of the proposed 

framework for change detection in VHR images. Section IV describes the taxonomy of radiometric 

changes and the general procedure for defining the tree of radiometric changes used in the next phases 

of the framework. Section V illustrates the proposed approaches to both the construction of effective 

change-detection architectures and the extraction of the multiscale information in multispectral images. 

Section VI presents the application of the proposed framework to a real change-detection problem. 

Finally, Section VII draws the conclusion of the present work. 

II. OVERVIEW ON CHANGE-DETECTION TECHNIQUES FOR MULTISPECTRAL REMOTE SENSING 

IMAGES 

In the last 30 years the remote sensing community devoted large attention to automatic change-

detection techniques. Extensive overviews on this topic can be found in [1], [2], [3], [4]. Despite much 

effort has been put in the development of effective change-detection techniques, the problem is 

challenging and additional work is still needed for defining new and more efficient methods. This is 

mainly due to the availability of the above mentioned images acquired by the last generation of satellite 

sensors that show a higher spatial resolution (less than 1 m) than old generation images. The increased 

resolution makes the state-of-the-art change-detection methods less effective on new data. Moreover, 

new data properties allow one to develop novel applications that could not be faced before. Thus there is 

a strong need for the definition of new change-detection methods being able to properly handle the high 

amount of spatial information in new generation data. 

In the literature many approaches have been developed to detect changes in multitemporal images 
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for both multispectral and SAR remote sensing images. In this work the attention is mainly devoted to 

multispectral images. The approaches to change detection can be essentially divided into two groups: i) 

supervised [3], [5], [14], [15], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]; and ii) unsupervised 

approaches [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]. The former group includes 

methods that require ground reference information as they are based on the use of supervised classifiers. 

This information can be required for all available acquisitions, or only for one of them (e.g., when semi-

supervised and domain adaptation methods are considered [25], [26], [38]). This ground reference 

information can be retrieved with in situ campaigns, by photointerpretation or from prior knowledge on 

the scene. Collection of reference data has an associated cost in terms of time and effort, which in 

multitemporal data processing should be multiplied by the number of images for which such information 

is required. Thus, considering that the number of potential temporal acquisitions on a given area can be 

high, supervised methods are becoming less appealing from the application point of view. On the 

contrary, unsupervised methods do not need any ground reference data for producing the change-

detection map and thus are more attractive from the operational viewpoint. These methods can mainly 

give information about presence/absence of changes [28], [29], [31], [39] and only in specific cases 

about the presence of different kinds of changes [27], [40]. However they cannot explicitly identify the 

exact land-cover transition associated with the change since ground reference information is not 

available. 

When dealing with unsupervised change detection, pre-processing of multitemporal images 

becomes highly important because most of the approaches suffer of differences in image radiometry 

and/or geometry. In the literature, studies exist on the effects of residual misregistration on the change-

detection results [41], [42], [43], and techniques devoted to mitigate these effects (and thus change-

detection errors associated to them) have been proposed [14], [44], [45]. Other papers are devoted to the 

analysis of effects of pansharpening algorithms [46] and radiometric differences [27], [47], [48], [49] on 
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the change-detection process. 

Many unsupervised methods are pixel based [29], [31], [33], [40], [50] and focus on the analysis of 

the characteristics of the multispectral difference image obtained by pixel-by-pixel subtraction of 

multispectral images. Most of them compute the magnitude of change vectors associated with the 

multispectral difference image and apply thresholding techniques to it in order to separate changed from 

unchanged pixels [29], [31]. These methods are intrinsically unable to identify possible different kinds 

of change. In order to overcome this drawback, more recently developed methods also consider the 

direction of spectral change vectors in the change-detection process associating to different kinds of 

change clusters of pixels having different direction [27], [40]. Other groups of pixel-based approaches to 

change detection are defined by using: i) fuzzy set theory [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], 

[59]; ii) data-driven transformations (e.g., Principal Component Analysis [37]; Independent Component 

Analysis [60], Multivariate Alteration Detection [36], [61], [62]); and iii) similarity measures [63]. All 

these methods demonstrated their effectiveness on moderate and high geometrical resolution images 

(from tens to hundreds meter spatial resolution) and in several applications. However, when the 

geometrical resolution of images increases up to less than one meter, they become less accurate. This is 

mainly due to the fact that most of them assume that spatially adjacent pixels are independent to each 

other (with the exception of methods based on canonical correlation analysis that are less sensitive to 

spatial correlation among pixels [64]). Despite this is an acceptable assumption for moderate/high spatial 

resolution data, it is not for images that exhibit very high spatial resolution. Accordingly, in the last 

years novel approaches have been developed which take into account the dependence between spatially 

adjacent pixels as well as the multiscale information in the images. Spatial-context information can be 

modeled by: fixed-shape neighborhood systems for texture information extraction [65], [66], [67], 

applying Markov Random Fields theory [31], [35] or using morphological filters [32], [68]. More 

advanced methods perform a context-sensitive analysis by considering adaptive neighborhoods modeled 
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by multitemporal parcels [5], [30], [69] and object properties [15], [20], [16], [70], [71], [72], [73]. They 

better capture the spatial correlation information present in the scene and become particularly promising 

for VHR images showing complex objects (e.g., buildings and other man-made structures). In order to 

effectively model objects in the images at different scales, some of the concepts employed in the 

previously mentioned papers such as morphological filters, multitemporal parcels, and even Markov 

Random Fields can be adapted and used in multiscale/multilevel analysis [5], [32], [68], [74], [35] 

together with specific multiscale/multilevel representation tools such as Wavelet transform [39], [75], 

[76]. 

As it is clear from this analysis, many techniques have been developed for addressing specific 

change-detection problems under different basic assumptions. However many open issues still need to 

be addressed especially when considering VHR images. In order to address the change detection 

problem in a more structured (and thus effective) way, in the following sections we define a framework 

for the definition of new change-detection architectures, which is developed taking into account the 

properties of VHR images. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR THE DEFINITION OF CHANGE-DETECTION ARCHITECTURES FOR 

VHR IMAGES 

The proposed framework for the design of change-detection architectures for VHR multitemporal 

images is described by the flowchart shown in Figure 1. The idea is that starting from the specific 

properties of the problem we can design the architecture of an effective change-detection system 

following a top-down approach. Once the general architecture is defined, its elements can be 

implemented with specific data analysis techniques in order to derive the final change-detection system. 

In this way it is possible to design structured systems that properly model the complexity of the change-

detection problem based on a relatively simple strategy with a set of well-defined guidelines. 
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The proposed framework is based on three main components: 

1. Identification and modeling of the expected kinds of radiometric changes occurred between the 

images and definition of the tree of radiometric changes. This requires an a priori understanding 

of the possible causes of radiometric changes between multitemporal VHR images and an 

analysis of their impact on the specific problem. The goal is to limit errors due to sources of 

change that are not of interest of the application and can be predicted. 

2. Definition of a change detection architecture based on the tree of radiometric changes that 

describes the problem. The architecture can be based either on a direct extraction of the 

radiometric changes of interest or on a detection by cancellation of non-interesting radiometric 

changes. 

3. Extraction of the semantic from radiometric changes according to multilevel and hierarchical 

techniques. This is the phase in which the data analysis techniques associated with the different 

blocks of the change-detection architecture are designed for extracting the semantic of 

radiometric changes. 

The proposed framework is devised for remote sensing VHR multitemporal images. However, the 

general concepts can be also applied to the design of change-detection techniques in other research 

fields. The design of change-detection architectures has to be performed off-line in cooperation with the 

end-users. The precise definition of which kinds of change are of interest for end-users results in high-

level knowledge that can be used for extracting changes having the expected semantic. Thus, prior 

knowledge significantly reduces the sources of errors. Once the design and the set-up of the architecture 

are over, the resulting system can be automatic or semiautomatic depending on the techniques adopted 

for implementing parts of the architecture. In the following we will describe in greater details the main 

components of the proposed framework. 
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Figure 1 Flowchart of the proposed procedure for the definition of novel change-detection methods. 

 

IV. IDENTIFICATION AND MODELING OF RADIOMETRIC CHANGES 

The first step of the proposed architecture requires the identification and modeling of radiometric 

changes. To this end a categorization of the different kinds of radiometric changes that can be present in 

a multitemporal dataset is necessary. In the following we propose a taxonomy of radiometric changes 

which has a general validity in natural environments, but is particularly suitable for VHR optical remote 

sensing images. Based on this taxonomy, different sources of radiometric changes can be connected to 

the different kinds of change. The explicit cause-effect relationship represents the high-level knowledge 

that guides the definition of methodologies for detecting and isolating radiometric changes relevant to 

end-users from all the others. In the next two sub-sections we first describe the general taxonomy of 

radiometric changes and then propose a procedure for building the tree of radiometric changes given a 

specific application. 
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A. Taxonomy of Radiometric Changes 

A basic component for the development of a change-detection algorithm is the taxonomy that 

relates radiometric changes that can occur between multitemporal VHR images with their semantic 

meaning. This is propaedeutic to identify and model the different kinds of radiometric changes present 

in the considered problem and data set. 

The high complexity of VHR images mainly depends on two sets of factors: i) the intrinsic 

geometrical complexity, the spectral non homogeneity and the multiscale properties of the objects; and 

ii) possible different acquisition conditions of multitemporal data. The first set of factors is associated 

with the complexity of the objects imaged at metric or submetric resolution. Objects homogeneous from 

a semantic viewpoint (e.g., buildings) have often spectral signatures that, at very high resolution, result 

inhomogeneous due to the different sub-objects from which they are composed (e.g., a building roof 

may be composed of different pitches, vegetation, chimneys). The second set of factors is crucial 

because it makes it complex a proper comparison between multitemporal data. For example, different 

sensor view angles imply differences in the acquisition geometry and in shadows resulting in 

significantly different object representations in the acquired images. In addition, in optical images, 

differences due to seasonal effects and illumination conditions sharply modify spectral signatures. 

All the aforementioned issues, when projected on the comparison of multitemporal images, result in 

a large set of possible radiometric changes having significantly different semantic meaning. The 

semantic meaning (which is associated to the cause of the change itself) should guide the definition of 

the change-detection strategy. Figure 2 shows a simple example with a pair of VHR images acquired 

over the city of Trento (Italy) in October 2005 and July 2006 by the QuickBird satellite. The two images 

look quite different due to the problems listed above. As an example, acquisition season (shadows in 

yellow circles in Figure 2) and sensor view angle (white arrows in Figure 2) affect the building in the 

center of the image. A pixel-based automatic change-detection approach would highlight such area as 
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being changed since it is affected by strong radiometric variations. However the building did not change 

between the two acquisitions. Thus a user looking for changes in urban areas would not like to see this 

building (and its surroundings) highlighted in the final change-detection map. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2 Multitemporal image pair showing the effect of acquisition conditions in terms of acquisition sensor view 
angle and sun incidence angle. Images were taken from the QuickBird VHR sensor over the city of Trento, Italy, in: 
(a) October 2005 and (b) July 2006. 

 

Radiometric changes (Rad), even if associated with different sources, may exhibit characteristics 

similar to each other. Thus, in order to separate kinds of radiometric changes from each other it is 

necessary to explicitly extract their semantic meaning. This requires an analysis of their cause(s) and a 

proper data-processing approach. At the highest level, we can distinguish between radiometric changes 

due to: i) acquisition conditions (Acq); and ii) changes occurred on the ground (Grd). Thus the set of 

radiometric changes can be modeled as Rad = {Acq, Grd}. Each category can be detailed in sub-

categories (Figure 3 summarizes the outcomes of this analysis). 

Changes due to acquisition conditions (Acq): this kind of radiometric changes are essentially 

related to differences in: i) the atmospheric conditions at the acquisition dates (Atm), and ii) the 

acquisition system (Sys). Accordingly, we can write: 
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Acq = {Atm, Sys} (1)

 

Differences in atmospheric conditions (Atm) mainly affect passive sensor images. They are due to 

changes in weather conditions causing the presence/absence of clouds and/or variations in the 

atmospheric transmittance (Figure 4.a). The latter ones can be mitigated in the pre-processing with 

methods for atmospheric corrections, whereas clouds should be extracted at a higher level of processing 

with proper cloud-detection algorithms [77], [78]. 

 
Figure 3. Taxonomy of the causes of radiometric changes in VHR images. 

 

Differences in the acquisition system (Sys) are related to changes in: a) the acquisition sensor type; 

b) the acquisition mode of the sensor; c) seasonal effects (like the incidence angle of the solar rays); and 

d) the view angle of the sensor (which is a very important variable in VHR images as it can be changed 

in different acquisitions) (Figure 4.b). 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Taxonomy of the causes of radiometric changes due to differences in the acquisition conditions: (a) causes 
related to the acquisition system; and (b) causes related to atmospheric conditions. 
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The above-mentioned differences, even after pre-processing, induce a set of radiometric changes 

associated with: i) differences in cloud cover, ii) differences in shadows, iii) different portions of the 

same object imaged with different view angles, and iv) residual misalignment in border regions between 

objects due to geometric differences (registration noise). This set of radiometric changes should be 

identified in the change-detection architecture and removed from the final change-detection map as they 

are not relevant from the perspective of the end-user. 

Changes occurred on the ground (Grd) are the changes commonly relevant from the user point of 

view. Nonetheless, there are many possible changes that may occur on the ground and can affect the 

sensor measurements. In this paper we propose a possible general categorization that however can not be 

exhaustive or complete, as subjective criteria could be used for defining categories. Changes occurred on 

the ground may be due to: i) the phenological state of the vegetation (Veg), ii) the environmental 

conditions (Env), iii) the effects of natural disasters (Dis), and iv) the anthropic activity (Ant). Thus we 

can write: 

Grd = {Veg, Env, Dis, Ant} (2)

 

Changes due to the phenological state of the vegetation (Veg) are due to the season turnover that 

may result in sharp radiometric differences. Examples of such kind of changes are: the fall of the leaves 

which modify both the tree reflectance as well as the reflectance of the terrain on which the leaves fall, 

the change in the state (and thus in the spectral signature) of vegetation, etc. (Figure 5.a). In order to 

limit the effects of this kind of changes it would be necessary to consider images acquired in the same 

acquisition condition (i.e., in the same season). However, this constraint cannot be satisfied in all 

applications and the implication of a non-optimal choice should be considered and modeled. 

Changes due to the environmental conditions (Env) may induce long or short term radiometric 

changes. Long term changes are mainly associated to climate changes due for examples to changes in  
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(a) 

 (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Taxonomy of the causes of changes occurred on the ground: (a) changes due to phenological state of the 
vegetation; (b) changes due to environmental conditions; (c) changes due to natural disasters; and (d) changes due to 
anthropic activity. 

 

the average temperature (e.g., desertification process, glaciers reduction). Short term changes are for 

example changes in the soil moisture, changes from a given land cover to snow cover, etc. (Figure 5.b). 

The detection of such kind of changes is relevant in the field of environmental monitoring. As an 

example, variations in soil moisture content represent a significant input for the analysis of the irrigation 

process, the agricultural management, etc. Another example is related to changes in the snow cover that 

become an input for the analysis of avalanche and flood risk [79]. Nonetheless, these changes may be a 

source of noise when the goal is to detect changes related for instance to anthropic activity. 

Changes due to natural disasters (Dis) are associated to events like floods, earthquakes, tsunami, 

storms, forest fires, etc. (Figure 5.c). They generate abrupt changes in the land cover. Detecting such 

kind of changes becomes of high importance for emergency response and damage assessment, and 

represents one of the most important applications of change detection. The use of VHR images for 

identifying damages caused by natural disasters is particularly important for a detailed evaluation of the 
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effects of such disasters [73], [80], [81], [82], [83]. 

Changes due to anthropic activity (Ant) reflect the effects of human activity that may induce many 

different kinds of land-cover changes. These changes can be related to forest clear cut, new buildings or 

other man-made objects, etc. (Figure 5.d). When dealing with VHR images usually the latter are very 

interesting from the application viewpoint as they are not detectable in images with moderate or high 

spatial resolution [14], [5]. 

All mentioned causes of change can result in statistically significant variations of the radiance in 

corresponding pixels (or objects). Depending on the application, some of them may be of interest to the 

end-user, whereas others may not. However, in the literature few unsupervised approaches exist that try 

to separate the different sources of change in a structured way [84], [85]. Most of the methods handle 

problems related to a specific application without a proper modeling of all the above-mentioned causes 

of change. Therefore, there is a need of defining an approach that gives explicit guidelines for the 

separation of sources of change. 

B. Definition of the Tree of Radiometric Changes 

From the above taxonomy it is clear that the generation of an accurate change-detection map, where 

only changes relevant to the application should be identified, implies the distinction between different 

sources of radiometric changes. The described taxonomy is general and represents the main kinds of 

radiometric changes that can be present in multitemporal VHR images. Given a specific problem, this 

taxonomy should be specialized on the application and data sets, i.e., the tree of radiometric changes 

associated to the problem should be defined. This tree is of fundamental importance for the next steps, 

as it models all the radiometric changes and their cause-effect relationship. The tree of radiometric 

changes can be defined as the result of the analysis of the considered problem and data set on the basis 

of the taxonomy defined in Sub-section III.A. The goal is to build a tree that identifies all the 

radiometric changes expected in the problem, including both the undesired changes due to the  
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6. Example of tree of radiometric changes: (a) general tree; and (b) pruned tree defined for a specific 
application (light-gray dashed elements are the pruned ones). 

 

acquisition system and the changes occurred on the ground (Figure 6.a). Then one can decide if all of 

them are of interest, or if some may be of interest (e.g., changes associated with buildings) and others 

may not (e.g., changes due to the vegetation phenology). In the first case the design of the change-

detection architecture can be done by considering a pruned version of the tree of radiometric changes 
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(Figure 6.b), where leaves associated with kinds of changes occurred on the ground do not need to be 

modeled anymore. In the second case all the leaves should be modeled in order to effectively 

discriminate changes of interest from the others. 

V. DETECTION OF THE RADIOMETRIC CHANGES OF INTEREST 

The above-mentioned definition of the problem results in the need of defining multilevel-change-

detection approaches, which can both: i) model sources of radiometric changes present in the data and 

extract them from the images, and ii) take into account the intrinsic multiscale nature of objects present 

in VHR images. This allows one to simplify the distinction between relevant changes and non-relevant 

ones (which becomes in turn source of errors). In this section we describe both: i) possible architectures 

for extracting radiometric changes of interest; and ii) multiscale strategies for extracting the semantic 

meaning of different radiometric changes present in VHR images. 

A. Architectures for Detecting Radiometric Changes of Interest 

Let X1 and X2 be two VHR images acquired over the same geographical area at times t1 and t2. To 

solve the change-detection problem defined by them, two architectures can be adopted: i) differential 

detection of radiometric changes of interest by cancellation of the changes due to acquisition conditions 

(e.g., residual registration noise, difference in shadows) and more in general non-relevant from the end-

user viewpoint (Figure 7.a); and ii) direct extraction of the changes of interest (i.e., those with the 

desired semantic) (Figure 7.b). Of course the two strategies can be integrated for optimizing the change-

detection results. 

The choice among strategies depends on the specific problem and on the availability of methods 

being able to extract the sources of radiometric changes from the data. In some cases it is possible to 

directly focus the attention on changes of interest. In other cases, it is not possible (or difficult) to extract 

the changes of interest because their semantic cannot be derived directly from the analysis of the images. 
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Thus it is more effective to detect the radiometric changes that are not interesting, and remove them 

from the map of all radiometric changes. Once non-relevant changes have been removed, a tuning step 

can be applied that refines the change-detection results on the basis of the properties of unchanged pixels 

and radiometrically changed pixels associated to relevant changes. The refinement step can be important 

to reduce misclassified pixels since the decision process is performed after reducing some sources of 

noise. This process will be better illustrated in the example described in the experimental part of this 

paper. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Proposed architecture based on: (a) differential extraction of changes of interest by cancellation; and (b) 
direct extraction of changes of interest. 

 

The fusion between kinds of radiometric changes (modeled for simplicity with the sum node in the 

architectures of Figure 7) can be carried out according to three strategies: i) pixel-based crisp strategies; 

ii) pixel-based fuzzy strategies; iii) context-based strategies. The pixel-based crisp approach uses the 

binary maps of specific radiometric changes detected at the previous levels according to simple crisp 

rules based on the pixel-by-pixel label (change and no-change) comparisons. The pixel-based fuzzy 
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approach uses in the comparison the indices that are obtained for modeling the radiometric changes of 

interest, before being analyzed (e.g., according to thresholding techniques) for generating a binary map. 

This may result in a better use and modeling of the available information and uncertainty with respect to 

crisp-based approaches. Finally, the context-based approach takes advantage of the spatial neighborhood 

of each pixel in the definition of the integration rule. The context-based fusion can be carried out either 

by analyzing crisp or fuzzy maps of radiometric changes. The analysis can be performed by defining 

fixed neighborhood or adaptive multitemporal regions. An example of context-based crisp fusion will be 

presented in the experimental part of this paper. 

B. Extraction of the Semantic from Radiometric Changes 

Due to the high complexity of VHR images, the identification of radiometric changes with different 

semantic meaning and/or associated with different sources of noise is a complex task. In general, to 

achieve this goal in VHR images the comparison between multitemporal images should be performed at 

a conceptual level (meta-level) higher than that of simple pixel radiometry (i.e., pure pixel level) and 

should include more than one level in the process. This requires additional steps for the extraction of the 

semantic information. To this end we introduce the concept of descriptor D(.) as basic element of the 

change-detection process. A descriptor is any possible feature extracted from the image and can be 

modeled as a function of: the sensor (S), the acquisition condition (Acq), and the ground conditions 

(Grd), i.e., D(S, Acq, Grd). It is worth recalling that, despite pre-processing can be applied to reduce the 

dependence from acquisition conditions, some effects cannot be fully controlled. Thus they result in 

undesired radiometric changes. 

Descriptors can be related to each single image of the pair to be analyzed (single data descriptor) or 

to both of them (multitemporal descriptors). They may represent features at different meta-levels of 

increasing abstraction such as: pixel level (px), primitive level (p), and object level (o). By increasing 

the abstraction level of the descriptor the dependency from the sensor and the acquisition condition 
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decreases, whereas the one with respect to the ground condition is preserved. The pixel level considers 

pixel radiometry, including multispectral channels acquired by the sensor (and thus the spectral 

signatures of the objects on the ground in multispectral images) and other pixel-based descriptors (e.g., 

vegetation indexes [4], shadow indexes [86]). The primitive level is associated with geometric or 

statistical features that can be extracted from the multitemporal images. Examples of geometric 

primitives are lines, regions with specific size or shape extracted by segmentation, morphological filters 

[21] and attribute filters [68]. Examples of statistical primitives are parameters extracted on fixed or 

adaptive shape neighborhoods of pixels (e.g., mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, texture computed by 

the co-occurrence matrix [87]). The object level can be obtained by combining primitives in order to 

identify the semantic label of the instances and comparing them in multitemporal data. 

Let us now formalize the previous concepts for defining all the main elements that should be 

considered. Let Di = { ,
px

i jD , ,
p

i jD , ,
o
i jD } represent a generic set of single date descriptors of the image 

acquired at time i = {1, 2}. Let ,
px

i jD , ,
p

i jD , ,
o
i jD  be the jth ( j = 1, …, J k with k = {px, p, o}) descriptor of 

image Xi at pixel, primitive and object level, respectively. Thus, the information of a given image Xi can 

be represented by a set of descriptors Di that model information at different meta-levels (from the pixel 

to higher semantic levels). In our notation the first descriptor at pixel level ,1
px

iD  corresponds to the image 

Xi. Accordingly ,1
px

iD  is a function of S, Acq and Grd, i.e., ,1 ( , , )px
i i i iD S Acq Grd . Semantic descriptors at 

corresponding levels in Di computed on different temporal images can be compared according to proper 

algebraic operators ( )k
j   for extracting multitemporal descriptors at different abstraction levels. The 

( )k
j   operator is a function of both the descriptor k (k={px,p,o}) and the specific feature j ( j = 1, …, J k). 

It generates a set D = { px
jD , p

jD , o
jD } of multitemporal descriptors that models the multitemporal 

behaviors of the scene. For example, 1, 2,( , )k k k k
j j j jD D D , k = {px, p, o}, j = 1, …, J k. 
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Each single-date descriptor can be a remotely sensed image (acquired by either active or passive 

sensors), a feature extracted from a remote sensing image, a high level semantic map (e.g., building 

maps, classification maps), etc. Higher levels can be seen as a simplification of the original images that 

reduces the high variability that characterizes the radiometry at pixel level and therefore the dependency 

on the sensor properties and the acquisition conditions. Generally at the object level the descriptor 

depends only on the object on the ground , ( )o
i j iD Grd . From now on, for simplifying the notation, the 

descriptor dependencies will be left implicit. 

 
Figure 8. Schematic multilevel representation of multitemporal information according to the proposed framework. 

 

Given a problem and the goal of detecting a specific kind of radiometric change, different images 

(or data) may be available for the acquisition times. Depending on the images and the application 

problem, an adequate set of descriptors should be extracted and properly combined to allow the 

detection of the semantic of radiometric changes of interest according to the selected strategy. Based on 

the available a priori information three approaches to descriptor extraction can be adopted: i) 

simplification-based; ii) prediction-based; and iii) hybrid (see Figure 9). 

The simplification based approach is bottom up and assumes that a pair of remote sensing images 
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pxD  is available. This is the most common situation. Multitemporal images can be acquired by:  
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9 Schematic representation of the approaches to the multilevel modeling of multitemporal information: (a) 
simplification (bottom up) approach, (b) prediction (top down) approach, and (c) hybrid approach. 

 

i) the same sensor (in this case they present similar characteristics in terms of radiometric properties and 

geometry if the same view angle is used in the acquisition); ii) by sensors based on similar technology, 

e.g., two kinds of passive sensors (in such a situation the multitemporal images show a certain level of 

similarity, but they may differ in terms of radiometric and geometric properties depending on the sensor 

itself); iii) by sensors based on different technologies (in this case images have completely different 

properties). The simplification approach may be applied with different goals. The first one is to extract 

proper descriptors from the images that emphasize radiometric changes with a specific semantic 

meaning, by removing (or mitigating) the components that are not relevant for the specific problem. The 

second one is to extract descriptors (especially in the case of multisensor datasets) that make it possible 

the direct comparison between available multitemporal information which would be otherwise 

unfeasible due to the different characteristics of images acquired by different sensors. This is done by 

defining descriptors that represent primitives in which the dependence from the sensor and the 

acquisition conditions are filtered out (e.g., lines, specific objects). Each simplification step leads to the 

definition of a meta-level (which could be represented either in a raster or vector form), which 

contributes to extract the semantic of radiometric changes. Meta-levels can be computed according to 
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strategies that reach different tradeoffs between simplification and fidelity to the radiometric content of 

the original images. To this end a simplification function ( )k
j   is introduced in the notation that 

depends on the desired output meta-level (pixel, primitive or object meta-level) and on the kind of 

available data. In order to compute the desired descriptor ,
k
i jD  the function ( )k

j   is applied to a lower 

meta-level descriptor (according to the multilevel representation given in Figure 8). The descriptor 1,
k

jD  

can be computed as 1,( )k s
j tD . Figure 9.a illustrates the simplification process. In the following for sake 

of simplicity the dependency of ( )k
j   from lower level descriptors is omitted. 

An alternative conceptual approach to the comparison of images acquired by different sensors (or of 

an image with a digital map) is to transform one image into the domain of the other according to a 

proper prediction-based approach. This can be done in specific applications, by extracting the objects of 

interest from one image (or one map) and using the associated meta-level for predicting the effect of the 

object on the second image. In this way the comparison can be performed directly in the image domain. 

The prediction based approach is top down and assumes the availability of a high level abstraction 

descriptor ,
o
i jD  (e.g., a classification map, a cadastral map). From it, lower level descriptors can be 

predicted (e.g., the spectral signature of buildings, the presence of shadows) by accurately modeling the 

dependency from the sensor and acquisition conditions. It is worth noting that the prediction process 

leads only to an estimation of information in lower abstraction meta-levels. This becomes clear if we 

assume to use the prediction process to derive the lowest abstraction meta-level ,
px

i jD  i.e., to predict how 

the image acquired on the area of interest would have been if acquired with a given remote sensor. Such 

a predicted image can be similar to a real acquired image, but not identical (depending on the 

effectiveness of the adopted prediction method). To this end a prediction function at pixel, primitive and 

object meta-level ( )k
j   is introduced that depends on the kind of available data and on the desired 
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predicted descriptor. In order to compute the desired descriptor ,
k
i jD , the function ( )k

j   is applied to a 

higher (according to the multilevel representation given in Figure 8) meta-level descriptor. As an 

example, the descriptor ,
k
i jD  can be computed as ,( )k s

j i tD . Figure 9.b exemplifies the prediction process. 

In the following for sake of simplicity the dependency of ( )k
j   from higher level descriptors is omitted. 

Once the desired meta-level has been predicted, proper comparison operators that allow one the 

extraction of multitemporal information for change detection should be applied. 

Simplification and prediction can be jointly used in the context of an hybrid meta-level approach to 

handle complex situations in which available multitemporal descriptors are non-homogeneous. As an 

example, for the t1 image a descriptor at object 1,
o

jD  level is available (e.g., a cadastral map) whereas a 

descriptor at pixel level 2,
px

jD  is given (e.g., a remotely sensed image) for t2. In order to perform change 

detection in such situations one can use a simplification approach to transform the image information 

2,
px

jD  into the object descriptor 2,
o

jD , or a prediction approach to transform the object information 1,
o

jD  in 

an estimate of the pixel information 1,
px

jD . As an alternative, the information available in the two 

descriptors could be projected into a common meta-level of abstraction such that a comparison becomes 

feasible. This meta-level should represent the same kind of objects (or primitives) for the two 

acquisitions. Therefore prediction should be performed from 1,
o

jD  in order to obtain lower meta-levels of 

information representation, whereas simplification should be applied to 2,
px

jD  for computing higher meta-

levels (Figure 9.c). The descriptors, obtained with different techniques and algorithms, should be then 

reported in the same geographical reference system. Whenever this constraint is satisfied, the extraction 

of descriptors from the original images can be sensor dependent and also very dissimilar from image to 

image (e.g., building detection in VHR SAR [73] and multispectral images [88]). 

Once the meta-levels have been generated by processing multitemporal images separately as in [5] 
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or also by considering the results of a comparison between images at a given meta-level (e.g., analysis of 

the difference image obtained at a pixel level), they can be jointly involved in the detection of a specific 

radiometric change according to proper meta-level fusion strategies. This radiometric change may be 

relevant or non-relevant to the end user depending on whether the selected approach to change detection 

is based on direct extraction of relevant changes or on the extraction by cancellation, respectively. To 

extract relevant or non-relevant changes, different decision strategies for meta-level fusion can be 

adopted. Logical combination of single level can be applied, which uses simple rules that implement the 

rationale adopted in the multitlevel representation of the information. More complex strategies could be 

used, like the hierarchical binary decision trees or production systems that implement rule based 

techniques that can infer logical consequences from the meta-levels [89]. Other possible strategies are 

based on the use of the meta-levels as input to an unsupervised clustering algorithm. Of course, the most 

reliable choice depends on the specific application and on the related multilevel modeling of the 

problem. 

This step can become more or less automatic depending on whether automatic methods exist or can 

be designed for the specific addressed problem. 

VI. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

To illustrate how the proposed framework can be employed in the solution of a real problem and to 

demonstrate its usefulness and effectiveness, a real change-detection problem has been analyzed. In 

detail, two VHR images acquired by the QuickBird sensor on a portion of the city of Trento (Italy), in 

July 2005 and October 2006, respectively, were considered. The two images were acquired with 

different view angles: 1.14° for the July image and 9.8° for the October one. The QuickBird sensor 

collects panchromatic images at 0.7 m resolution and multispectral images with four spectral channels 

(blue, 450–520 nm; green, 520–600 nm; red, 630–690 nm; and near-IR, 760–900 nm) at 2.8 m 
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resolution. In the preprocessing phase the two images were: 1) pan-sharpened; 2) radiometrically 

corrected; and 3) coregistered. Pan-sharpened images were computed as we expect that pan-sharpening 

can improve change detection, as demonstrated in previous work [46]. To this purpose we applied the 

Gram–Schmidt procedure implemented in the ENVI software package [90] to the panchromatic channel 

and the four bands of the multispectral images. The registration process was carried out by using a 

simple polynomial function of order 2 according to 14 ground control points and by applying a nearest 

neighbor interpolation. Figure 11 shows the pansharpened multitemporal images of 450×400 pixels used 

in the illustrative example. This small portion of the images was selected because it shows different 

kinds of radiometric changes and for it a priori information on the changes occurred on the ground was 

available. Concerning radiometric corrections, we simply normalized the images by subtracting from 

each spectral channel of the two images its mean value [14], [27]. 

Despite some simple pre-processing steps have been carried out, as it will be clear from the next 

section, the selected test site shows many of the challenges typical of VHR images (i.e., radiometric 

changes non relevant to the end-user). 

A. Definition of the Tree of Radiometric Changes 

According to the proposed procedure, in the first step the multitemporal data set has been analyzed 

according to the taxonomy described in Sec. IV.A in order to detect the radiometric changes present 

between the two dates and to define the tree of radiometric changes associated with the considered 

problem and data. The analyzed images are affected by changes due to acquisition conditions and 

changes occurred on the ground. With regard to changes occurred on the ground (Grd), we can observe 

changes in the phenological state of the vegetation (Veg) due to the different acquisition seasons 

[changes in the apple trees (at) in the center of the image, and in the grassland (gl) in the right side], 

and changes due to anthropic activities (Ant) [a new building in the center (b)], i.e., Veg = {at, gl}, 
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Ant = {b}, and Grd = {Veg, Ant}. In this specific case, changes due to acquisition conditions are 

associated with both the different view angles of the sensor and the different sunrays incidence angle 

(caused by the acquisition seasons). Such factors generate small differences in the appearance of objects 

(slightly different parts of the same objects are visible in the two acquisitions), leading to geometric 

distortions and thus to residual misregistration (rn) even after alignment of images. Furthermore, we 

can see differences in shadows which show slightly different directions. They are longer in the October 

image than in the July one, leading to radiometric changes (sh) not related to real changes on the 

ground. The latter kinds of change belong to the set of differences in the acquisition system (Sys) and 

represent non-relevant radiometric changes from the application viewpoint, i.e., Sys={sh, rn}. In 

order to reduce the impact of rn and sh on the detection of changes of interest, their behaviors should 

be explicitly handled. According to this analysis and to the taxonomy described in Section IV.A, the tree 

of the radiometric changes for the problem is shown in Figure 10.a. Since our goal is to detect all the 

changes occurred on the ground Grd = {Veg, Ant} by removing the effects of rn and sh, in our 

experiments all the mentioned changes on the ground are treated as a single class Grd. Thus the pruned 

tree that drives the definition of the change-detection architecture is shown in Figure 10.b. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Tree of radiometric changes for the considered problem: (a) complete tree describing all radiometric 
changes; and (b) pruned tree that describes the radiometric changes relevant to the final goal of the specific change 
detection problem. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 11 True color composition of the pansharpened multispectral QuickBird VHR images: (a) image acquired in 
October 2005; and (b) image acquired in July 2006. Yellow circles and white arrows highlight change locations. 

 

In the following the architecture that solves this problem is described pointing out the strategy to 

combine radiometric changes in order to compute the final change-detection map and the descriptors for 

modeling them. 

B. Strategy for the Detection of Radiometric Changes of Interest 

We analyzed the tree of radiometric changes for defining the strategy to use for the detection of the 

changes of interest. Since we are interested in all the changes occurred on the ground [i.e., changes in 

the apple trees (at), in the grassland (gl), and the new building (b)], it is not easy to implement a 

direct detection of them as they have different properties that are difficult to be directly modeled and 

extracted as a single class. Thus we approached the problem according to the differential detection by 

cancellation of the radiometric changes associated with the sources of noise [i.e., residual misregistration 

(rn) and shadow differences (sh)]. Accordingly, we first extracted all the radiometric changes from the 

images, then we detected the radiometric changes associated with the registration noise and with 

differences in shadows. Finally we applied a differential analysis according to a proper cancellation 
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algorithm (see Figure 7.a). Thus, first radiometric changes (Rad) have been separated from 

radiometrically unchanged pixels Rad  ( Rad  is the set complementary to Rad). Radiometrically 

changed pixels are further analyzed to identify and isolate changes associated to differences in the 

System Acquisition Conditions (Sys), i.e., shadows (sh) and registration noise (rn). Once noise sources 

have been identified they are removed from the map of radiometric changes according to a context-

based implementation of the fusion strategy. This map is still affected by residual errors induced by 

noisy components. Thus a step of tuning is performed on the basis of the properties of unchanged pixels 

and radiometrically changed pixels relevant to the user to generate a refined changed-detection map. The 

general architecture is given in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Block scheme of the general architecture applied for the solution of the considered change-detection 
problem. 

 

C. Multiscale Representation of the Multitemporal Information 

In order to extract radiometric changes and to identify changes associated to shadows and 

registration noise different techniques have been adopted, which are based on the use of a proper set of 
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multilevel descriptors of the multitemporal information (see Sec. V.B). To this end single date and 

multitemporal descriptors have been computed for extracting different semantics from the images. These 

descriptors are as follows. 

Single date descriptors. i) Pixel level descriptor 1: vectors of the spectral channels of the images at 

the two acquisition dates 1,1
pxD , 2,1

pxD . ii) Pixel level descriptor 2: shadow indexes 1,2
pxD , 2,2

pxD  extracted 

from 1,1
pxD , 2,1

pxD , respectively, i.e., 1,2 1 1,1( )px px pxD D  and 2,2 1 2,1( )px px pxD D , where 1 (.)px  is defined 

according to [86]. First, images ,1
px

iD  are transformed into the HSI representation. In this feature space 

the shadow index is defined as 

,2
1
1

px i
i

i

HD
I

  (1)

where Hi and Ii are the hue and intensity value of image ,1
px

iD  (i={1,2}). 

Multitemporal descriptors. i) Pixel level descriptor 1: magnitude of the multispectral change 

vector 1
pxD  obtained by pixel-by-pixel spectral vector difference of 1,1

pxD , 2,1
pxD , i.e., 1 1 1,1 2,1( , )px px px pxD D D , 

where 1 (.)px  computes the difference between vectors and applies the magnitude operator [31], i.e., 

2
1 1,1 2,1( )px px pxD D D   (2)

ii) Pixel level descriptor 2: shadow change index 2
pxD  obtained by the subtraction of 1,2

pxD , 2,2
pxD , 

2 2 1,2 2,2( , )px px px pxD D D , i.e., 

2 1,2 2,2
px px pxD D D   (3)

iii) Primitive level descriptor 1: probability of residual registration noise 1
pD  obtained according to 

the approach proposed in [14] where 1,1
pxD  and 2,1

pxD  are properly analyzed and the information on the 

probability to have registration noise is extracted, i.e., 1 1 1,1 2,1( , )p p px pxD D D  (see [14] for more details). 

As the specific objective of the experiments is to detect regions affected by changes occurred on the 
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ground, we are not interested in identifying the specific label associated to the target changed objects; 

thus the object level is not considered in this example and the simplification process is limited to the 

pixel and the primitive ones. 

D. Detailed Block Scheme 

According to the tree of radiometric changes and to the detection by cancellation architecture, the 

above-mentioned primitives have been combined in order to obtain the map of all radiometric changes 

and the ones associated with non-relevant changes due to: i) shadows; and ii) registration noise. 

The map of radiometric changes is obtained by modeling the statistical distribution of magnitude of 

multispectral difference vectors 1
pxD  as a sum of two distributions associated with the class of changed 

and no-changed pixels, respectively. Class conditional densities are modeled as being Gaussian and thus 

fully described by their mean value and variance. To separate the two classes the Bayesian decision rule 

for minimum error is applied according to [31]. Statistical class parameters have been estimated with the 

unsupervised method presented in [31] based on the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [31], [69] 

[91], [92], [93]. This operation leads to the generation of a binary map that separates radiometrically 

changed pixels (Rad) from the unchanged ones ( Rad ). Concerning shadows, the information of the 

2
pxD  descriptor is used. In order to detect shadow changes, pixels already detected as unchanged are 

removed from the analysis. Remaining pixels, similarly to what done with 1
pxD , are modeled as a sum of 

two statistical distributions associated to shadow (sh) and no-shadow ( sh ) classes. Class conditional 

densities are modeled as being Gaussian and thus fully described by their mean value and variance. 

Similarly as before, the statistical class parameters are estimated according to the unsupervised method 

presented in [31], [69] and using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm and shadow and no-shadow 

classes are separated by applying the Bayesian decision rule for minimum error. The method in [14] is 

applied for extracting the radiometric changes associated with registration noise. First the distribution of 
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the registration noise is obtained in the polar change vector analysis domain according to a multiscale 

analysis [42]. Then it is thresholded for generating the map of radiometric changes associated with 

registration noise. Finally the fusion step is performed according to a context-based strategy where the 

spatial context information is modeled by a system of adaptive multitemporal neighborhoods. The 

neighborhood system is obtained by a 2-step procedure. In the first step each multitemporal image is 

segmented independently [94]. The multitemporal fusion of these maps leads to the definition of regions 

that have the property to be homogeneous both in space and time: the multitemporal parcels. In order to 

assign a homogeneous label to each identified parcel the labels assumed by the pixels in it are analyzed. 

If the sum of pixels with a label equal to Rad , sh, and rn corresponds to the majority of pixels, then 

the parcel is assigned to the class of no-changed pixels nc = { Rad , Sys}, where Sys = {sh, rn}. 

Otherwise the parcel is thought as being candidate to be associated to the class of changes occurred on 

the ground (Grd) as it contains a majority of radiometrically changed pixels relevant to the end user 

(i.e., not associated to registration noise or shadow). Of course more complex strategies could be used in 

the fusion step. 

In order to take a final decision on these candidate parcels, the whole procedure can be applied again to 

them in order to better tune the decision threshold on the parcels candidate to be changed. This tuning 

step allows one to reduce missed/false alarms caused by the noise present when all radiometric changes 

are analyzed together (i.e., when the contributions of radiometric changes associated with sh and rn 

are considered). In this way the decision step can be better tuned on the properties of the radiometric 

changes of interest. At the end of the whole process (first and second iteration) parcels re-classified as 

Sys and Rad  are associated to the class of no-changed pixels nc = { Rad , Sys}. All the others are 

classified as changes of interest Grd. Figure 13 shows the block scheme of the resulting change 

detection system. In this case the designed procedure led to a fully automatic system (only few 
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Figure 13. Detailed block scheme of the change detection system defined by using the proposed framework for solving the change-detection problem 
considered in the example. 
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parameters need to be set manually in the phase of system optimization). However, more in general, 

depending on the problem and on the algorithms, the designed system might be either automatic or 

semi-automatic. Note that even if the scheme is complex, it has been obtained according to a relatively 

simple top-down approach driven by the proposed framework. 

E. Experimental Results 

This section presents the results obtained by the system designed on the basis of the proposed 

framework for solving the specific change-detection problem. Such results are compared with those 

achieved by: i) pixel-based change vector analysis [31]; and ii) parcel-based change vector analysis [30], 

which uses multitemporal parcels for modeling the spatial context information. 

In order to perform a quantitative comparison, a reference map has been defined by 

photointerpretation and according to the authors’ a priori knowledge on the scene. The map shows 

149319 unchanged pixels (white color) and 14081 changed pixels (black color) (Figure 14.c). Changed 

pixels include all radiometric changes relevant for the application (refer to beginning of Sec. IV.A for a 

description of them). The map has been used for a relative ranking of methods in the experimental 

analysis. 

As expected, the proposed system achieves the highest overall accuracy, gaining about 3% with 

respect to the pixel-based change vector analysis (CVA). Moreover it performs also better than the 

parcel-based change vector analysis (increase of accuracy about 2%). This latter observation highlights 

that adaptive context-based change-detection method based only on the radiometry of multispectral 

changes without an explicit modeling of different causes of radiometric change are not enough to obtain 

effective change-detection results. In greater detail, the performance of pixel- and parcel-based CVA is 

significantly affected by a high amount of false alarms. These are mainly due to the effects of residual 

registration noise and changes in shadow regions that are true radiometric changes, which however are 

not of interest of the end-user. Thanks to the explicit modeling of the sources of radiometric change, 
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such kinds of changes do not appear in the change-detection map obtained with the method developed 

on the basis of the proposed framework, which results in almost half the false alarms with respect to the 

parcel-based CVA (1470 vs. 3537) and one third with respect to pixel-based CVA (1470 vs. 5005) (see 

Table I). Moreover, the proposed method results in a lower amount of missed changes of interest. Such 

errors are mainly due to an overestimation of the decision threshold value caused by the population of 

radiometric changes associated with registration noise and shadows present in the difference image. The 

tuning mechanism introduced in the presented system after the cancellation of non-relevant radiometric 

changes reduces the impact of this kind of errors, which decreases of around 1600 pixels. The qualitative 

analysis of the change-detection maps in Figure 14 confirms the quantitative results. A detailed analysis 

of the obtained maps and of the amount of missed alarms points out that some of the changes occurred 

on the ground are not accurately detected also from the proposed technique. This is mainly due to the 

fact that these changes are not sufficiently visible in the images and thus cannot be detected 

irrespectively of the adopted change-detection method. 

This simple example points out how the proposed framework can drive the definition of a change-

detection system that can better model the complexity of VHR multispectral images. 

 

TABLE I FALSE ALARMS, MISSED ALARMS, OVERALL ERRORS, AND OVERALL ACCURACY PROVIDED BY THE 

CONSIDERED METHODS. 

Change-detection 
approach 

False 
alarms 

Missed 
alarms 

Overall 
error 

Overall 
accuracy (%) 

CVA (pixel-based) 5005 9924 14929 90.86 

CVA (parcel-based) 3537 10261 13798 91.56 

Proposed System 1470 8480 9950 93.91 
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related to changes occurred on the ground or may be associated with changes not relevant to the specific 

application. Despite this effect was observed also in moderate/high resolution images, as explained in 

the paper, the phenomenon becomes very critical in VHR satellite images, where the geometrical details 

strongly emphasize the possibility to identify radiometric changes which are not related to changes on 

the ground. Thus, it becomes mandatory to modify the perspective of unsupervised change-detection 

techniques, from the capability to detect radiometric changes (both with pixel-based or context-sensitive 

techniques), to the capability of detecting changes with a semantic meaning of interest for end-users. To 

this end an effort is necessary to model and extract the semantic meaning of each source of radiometric 

change in order to isolate changes of interest, which is commonly not the case in most of the state-of-

the-art techniques. 

For addressing the problem, we first defined a complete taxonomy of radiometric changes that may 

occur in VHR images, by distinguishing between sources of noise and kinds of change occurred on the 

ground (and analyzing their causes). Based on this taxonomy, a general approach to the design of a 

change-detection architecture was defined, which is based on the idea of identifying, modeling, 

extracting and taking advantage of the semantic meaning of radiometric changes. The approach starts 

from the definition of the tree of radiometric changes that models the structure of the expected 

radiometric changes in the change-detection problem and drives the next steps of the system design. 

According to the tree of radiometric changes it is possible to define architectures for change detection by 

means of two strategies: i) direct identification of changes relevant to the end-user; or ii) indirect 

identification of changes relevant to the end-user by cancellation of non-relevant changes. Once the 

strategy has been selected, a multilevel description of multitemporal information is defined, including 

pixel-based measurements, geometric and statistical primitives as well as object-based representations. 

A set of algorithms is then defined in order to properly combine the multilevel information, extract 

specific radiometric changes, and associate them with their semantic meaning within the selected 
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strategy. 

Another important concept discussed in this work is related to how the multilevel representation of 

multitemporal information in VHR images can be obtained, i.e., by simplification or prediction. The two 

options, which are often used in the image processing domain, are seen as alternative tools (which can 

also be used jointly) that can be used for a homogeneous and improved representation of the information 

that should be modeled in the change-detection process on VHR data. They are also effective 

methodologies for potentially addressing multi-source and multi-sensor change-detection problems. 

In this paper we have also presented an illustrative example in which the proposed general 

framework is employed for defining an unsupervised change-detection system and the related algorithms 

for a specific application context. Starting from the taxonomy of radiometric changes, we have firstly 

identified the tree of radiometric changes that describes the problem. Then, we have defined a change-

detection scheme based on the differential detection of radiometric changes of interest by cancellation. 

In this context, all the relevant sources of non-interesting radiometric changes (in our case the 

registration noise and the differences in shadows) have been modeled for extracting their semantic 

meaning and isolating changes of interest in the final change-detection map. This was done considering 

a context-sensitive decision approach based on the use of multitemporal parcels. Experimental results 

point out that an effective modeling of sources of radiometric changes can result in a significant 

improvement of the change-detection accuracy with respect to standard unsupervised change-detection 

methods. Moreover, the proposed procedure for the definition of the change-detection system results in a 

top-down systematic and conceptually simple approach to the design of complex change-detection 

architectures that may integrate many components and algorithms. The presented example should be 

seen as an illustration of how the change-detection problem should be addressed considering the 

proposed framework. Of course different implementations of the different stages of the change-detection 

architecture can be considered according to the specific problem, to the images and to the end-user’s 
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needs. 

As a final remark, we would like to emphasize that the proposed framework defines important 

guidelines for the development of a new generation of change-detection methods that can properly 

analyze multitemporal VHR remote sensing images taking into account the intrinsic complexity 

associated with these data. Nevertheless, the framework can be easily adapted and applied to other 

applicative domains. The change-detection system designed according to the proposed framework can 

be either automatic or semiautomatic. The level of automation depends on the specific techniques and 

algorithms that are used as components of the general change-detection architecture. 

As future developments of this work we are now investigating strategies that, starting from the 

general approach presented in this paper, can be used for addressing specific change-detection problems 

with VHR images (both multispectral and SAR). 
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APPENDIX I 

NOTATION USED IN THE PAPER IN THE APPEARANCE ORDER. 

Symbol Description 

Rad Set of radiometric changes 

Acq Set of changes due to acquisition conditions 

Grd Set of changes occurred on the ground 

Atm Set of changes due to atmospheric conditions 

Sys Set of changes due to the acquisition system  

Veg Set of changes due to the phenological state of the vegetation 

Env Set of changes due to the environmental conditions 

Dis Set of changes due to the effects of natural disasters 

Ant Set of changes due to the anthropic activity 

i Acquisition time index 

Di Set of descriptors of the image acquired at time i 

,
k
i jD  jth descriptor of meta-level k at time i 

k Meta-level identifier k={px,p,o} 

j Descriptor identifier j = 1,…,Jk 

Jk Highest descriptor index at meta-level k 

( )k
j   Function for extracting the jth multitemporal descriptor at meta-level k 

D Set of multitemporal descriptors 
k
jD  jth multitemporal descriptor of meta-level k 

( )k
j   jth simplification function of meta-level k 

( )k
j   jth prediction function of meta-level k 

at Class of vegetation changes related to apple trees (atϵ Veg) 

gl Class of vegetation changes related to the grassland (glϵVeg) 

b Class of anthropic changes related to buildings (bϵnt) 

rn Class of changes due to registration noise (rnϵSys) 

sh Class of changes due to shadow (shϵSys) 
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